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Abstract. A novel two-dimensional high-bandwidth Shack-Hartmann
wavefront sensor was designed and tested, addressing the high tempo-
ral bandwidth of aero-optical aberrations caused by compressible flows.
The principle of operation and modifications from an earlier version of
the wavefront sensor are presented and compared with a commercially
available wavefront sensor with a 33�44 subaperture spatial resolution.
A two-dimensional wavefront reconstruction algorithm is presented. The
comparison was performed over a two-dimensional, acoustically forced
heated jet. The high temporal resolution and spatial resolution of the
sensor are demonstrated. The results show good agreement between
the two sensors. © 2010 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers.
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Introduction

hen a perfectly collimated, planar beam of light propa-
ates through a field with variable index of refraction, it
ecomes distorted, resulting in significant reduction in the
ptical intensity in the far field, and degradation in overall
erformance of a light-transmitting system. When the trans-
itting system is airborne, and the variable-index-of-

efraction turbulent flow is created by the aircraft, the effect
s called the aero-optical problem.1

Contrary to atmospheric optical aberrations, which are
aused by temperature gradients in the far field and charac-
erized by low temporal frequencies2 of less than a kilo-
ertz, the aero-optically active aberration area is in the near
eld and caused by density variations due to boundary lay-
rs, separated shear layers, and wakes around an aircraft;
hese aberrations are characterized by high temporal
requencies,3 typically around several kilohertz. In this con-
ext, the terms “near field” and “far field” do not refer to the
resnel and Fraunhofer diffractions as defined by Fresnel
umber,4 but to distortion regions with respect to the beam
perture size A; aero-optical effects are caused by a com-
ressible turbulent flow around the airborne platform and
haracterized by a region on the order of several apertures,
hile atmospheric propagation effects are due to tempera-

ure fluctuations in the atmosphere, extending from just be-
ond the aircraft to the target. The fluctuations in the index
f refraction n can be related to those in the density � by
he Gladstone-Dale relation5

= 1 + �KGD, �1�

here KGD is the Gladstone-Dale constant.

091-3286/2010/$25.00 © 2010 SPIE
ptical Engineering 064403-
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To measure optical aberrations, compensate for the in-
tensity losses, and maximize the propagated beam energy
on a target, a closed-loop adaptive optics �AO� system is
typically used.6 It was shown by Nightingale et al.3 that in
order to develop an adaptive optics system that is capable
of operating in a real flight scenario, a wavefront sensor
�WFS� with a real-time framing rate that is on the order of
100 times of the bandwidth of an aberration is required.
This requirement is in order to keep the feedback approach
stable where only �1 /10 of the residual error can be re-
moved for each deformable mirror �DM� update. In addi-
tion, a bandwidth requirement is set by the aberration flow
field: In order to achieve a Strehl ratio6 equal to 0.8, an
aberration must be removed ten times per aberration-
coherence-length clearing time.

As was mentioned, aero-optical disturbances are charac-
terized by high temporal frequencies, around several kilo-
hertz; hence a WFS that operates with a real-time sampling
rate of hundreds of kilohertz is required. Current state-of-
the-art conventional adaptive optics systems are limited to a
bandwidth of hundreds of hertz for disturbance correction,
making them unsuitable to compensate aero-optics-related
intensity losses; different approaches need to be considered
to compensate for the aero-optical aberration effects on the
transmitted beam. In addition, the WFS should minimize
the delay between sensing and calculating wavefronts, for
the adaptive-optics system to be stable.3 Such high framing
rates and fast wavefront reconstruction are beyond the cur-
rent capability of most commercially available, digital
charge-coupled device �CCD� WFSs; there is a need to de-
sign a high-bandwidth WFS that does not use CCD tech-
nology.

Wavefront aberrations are commonly quantified using
the optical path difference �OPD�, which is the spatial-
mean-removed optical path length �OPL�. The OPL is de-
June 2010/Vol. 49�6�1
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ned as the path integral of the index-of-refraction field n
long the beam path.6 Spatial OPD root-mean-square
OPDrms� and OPD peak-to-peak �OPDp-p� values are cal-
ulated to quantify the deviation from a perfectly colli-
ated beam.
To verify the accuracy of the newly designed wavefront

ensor, a benchmark experiment was conducted in the
eated-jet facility at Hessert Laboratory, University of
otre Dame. A low-speed commercially available 2-D
FS7 was used to make benchmark measurements.

treamwise realizations of rollup structures were correctly
aptured with both the low- and high-speed WFSs.

Section 2 of this paper presents a brief description of the
hack-Hartmann wavefront sensor’s method of operation.

comprehensive discussion of the modifications of the
onventional sensor, which improve the sensor’s accuracy,
ensitivity, and sampling rate, and a comparison with the
revious generation of designed high-bandwidth WFS are
resented in Sec. 3. A wavefront phase reconstruction algo-
ithm, which was developed for the new sensor layout con-
guration, is presented in Sec. 4. A description of the
enchmark test setup and results of the baseline flow inves-
igation are given in Sec. 5. In addition, a comparison is

ade between the newly designed WFS and the commer-
ially available sensor. The paper concludes with a discus-
ion of the presented results and future work.

Shack-Hartmann Wavefront Sensors
he Shack-Hartmann wavefront sensor6 �SHWFS� is a
odification of the classical Hartmann plate test.8 Based on

he Huygens principle �which states that a ray of light trav-
ls normal to its associated optical wavefront9�, a 2-D len-
let array with a focal length f is fixed in front of a
osition-sensing detector �PSD�, such as a CCD or photo-
iodes, as shown in Fig. 1. Each lenslet subaperture is as-
ociated with a PSD, which evaluates the local 2-D trans-
erse dot displacement �, directly related to the local 2-D
avefront gradient � of the wavefront phase by the equa-

ion �assuming a small ��

�
�

f
= �� . �2�

he wavefront is reconstructed from the slopes at finitely
any points, using either direct or iterative integration
ethods to solve Eq. �2� for the entire 2-D array.10–12 The

patial resolution of the sensor is determined by the lenslet
ocal length f and subaperture spacing. The temporal reso-

Fig. 1 Shack-Hartmann wavefront sensor: principle of operation.
ptical Engineering 064403-
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lution is limited by the time required for the detector to
determine the spot displacement.

3 High-Bandwidth Wavefront Sensor
Improvement in PSDs’ performance and response time has
enabled utilizing these detectors for fast wavefront sensing,
replacing the standard CCD detectors. Ghebremichael et
al.13 presented a fast holography-based WFS, where PSDs
were utilized to increase the closed-loop bandwidth. The
aberrations were described via Zernike polynomials,6 and
each particular aberration converged to a unique location
on the detector. The sensor demonstrated detection rates up
to 1 MHz. A lateral-effect photodiode-based SHWFS was
presented by Chen et al.;14,15 the sensor was based on a 4
�4, 84-mm-focal-length lenslet array with square subaper-
tures, and utilized a similar number of tetralateral PSDs.
Using a 12-bit analog-to-digital �A/D� converter card, the
system was able to measure wavefronts at frame rates up to
5 kHz.16

A number of WFSs were developed by the aero-optics
group at Notre Dame. The first was a 1-D small-aperture
beam technique �SABT� wavefront sensor introduced by
Jumper and Hugo,17 which demonstrated a wavefront cap-
ture rate up to 100 kHz. A second generation of
8�8-subaperture high-bandwidth SHWFSs was designed
under a joint STTR program between Notre Dame and
Oceainit,18 and wavefront capture rates up to 78 Hz were
demonstrated.7,19

Despite the high capture rate, this WFS was associated
with a number of disadvantages, mainly:

1. Tetra-lateral position-sensing detectors were used to
detect the dot displacement, and these detectors ex-
hibit a nonlinear response between the spot position
and the output voltage near the detector’s edges.20

2. The 8�8 subaperture layout was obtained by manu-
ally combining four 4�4 subaperture substrates, in-
troducing an alignment problem.

3. A square 80�80-mm custom-made lenslet array with
a focal length of 0.5 m was used, increasing the price
of the system and the optical bench layout size.

4. Four identical voltage summation and subtraction
boxes were used, increasing the electronic rack size,
and BNC cables were used to connect the system
components, introducing electronic noise and further
adding to the complexity of the system.

The design of the new sensor was driven by addressing
these disadvantages and is presented in the following sub-
sections.

3.1 Position-Sensing Devices
As mentioned, aero-optics effects are associated with high
temporal frequencies exceeding the current framing capa-
bility of commercially available WFSs based on CCD de-
tectors; these sensors grab the spot image and then usually
use a time-consuming, Gaussian-fitted data-reduction algo-
rithm to approximate the center portion of the spot image to
find the spot centroid. It should be mentioned that high-
framing-rate CCD cameras do exist; however, running
these cameras at high sampling frequencies reduces the
pixel count available per subaperture. SHWFSs using these
June 2010/Vol. 49�6�2
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igh-bandwidth CCD arrays have been constructed for re-
earch demonstrations;21 however, there are still complica-
ions in turning them into real-time sensors.

The newly designed high-bandwidth WFS has 68 duo-
ateral analog PSDs with an active area of 4�4-mm and a
aximum rise time of 1 �s. While the tetra-lateral PSDs

xhibits a position nonlinearity near the sensor edges, re-
ulting in a larger detection error, the duo-lateral PSDs have
linear response over the entire sensor area with very small
osition detection error. A detailed description of the duo-
ateral PSD principle of operation and characteristics can be
ound in Ref. 20.

The centroid of the light spots can be related to the four
oltage readings from each PSD, Vi �i=1, . . . ,4�, through
he formulas

ivX = KX ·
V1 − V2

V1 + V2
�3�

nd

ivY = KY ·
V3 − V4

V3 + V4
, �4�

here KX and KY are calibration coefficients, which are
onstant over the area of the duo-lateral detector. For each
etector the voltage addition and subtraction are performed
sing electronic chips, while the signal divisions to obtain

Fig. 2 Characteristic photosensitivity-versus-wavelength plot.

Fig. 3 Comparison between layouts of �a� the n
front sensor.
ptical Engineering 064403-
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DivX and DivY for the sensor are performed by postpro-
cessing software.

While high frame rates and low light source intensity
could cause a significant reduction in the photon counts on
CCD arrays due to their digital characteristics, the problem
is avoided in PSDs due to their high linearity and analog
characteristics �the incident photons are directly converted
into current�, and the detector linearity does not depend on
the light source intensity, at least theoretically. In reality,
the photosensitivity of the PSDs strongly depends on the
wavelength of the light source. The detectors were tested
with a 2-W continuous Nd:YAG laser. Based on the manu-
facturer’s characteristic photosensitivity-versus-wavelength
plot, shown in Fig. 2, using a HeNe laser would improve
the sensitivity by approximately 50%, and operating in the
near infrared �IR� region, using a laser with �=1064-nm
wavelength as an example, would improve the sensitivity
by 120%.

Replacing the CCD array with an array of analog PSDs
offered an accurate continuous spot position measurement
and a fast response time that could not be achieved with the
commercially available wavefront sensors. The time-
consuming CCD data-reduction algorithm was replaced by
a simple spot analog centroid measurement, achieving sam-
pling frame rates greater than 100 kHz, and limited only by
the sampling speed of the A/D conversion boards.

3.2 Detectors Layout
The 68 detectors were mounted on a single substrate and
arranged in a 85-mm-diameter circular pattern �10�10
with removed corners� with 9-mm center-to-center distance
between adjacent PSDs; see Fig. 3�a�. The new single-
board detector arrangement eliminated alignment problems
that existed in the previous 8�8 WFS; see Fig. 3�b�. In
addition, the previous 8�8 wavefront sensor required a
custom-made square lenslet array to match the lenses with
the detectors, resulting in difficult alignment and, for round
beams, not utilizing the corner sensors. The circular detec-
tor pattern of the new WFS is more relevant to optical tests,

�10 wavefront sensor and �b� the 8�8 wave-
ew 10
June 2010/Vol. 49�6�3
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here a circular beam shape is usually used, and if needed,
t can be directly matched with a round DM.

.3 Electronics
he sensor electronic design was improved by designing a
ingle multilayer board with a smaller addition and subtrac-
ion chips, and directly attached to the detector board, while
he transimpedance amplifiers were mounted on the same
oard, decreasing the number of required connection wires,
he electronic noise and the electronic-rack size signifi-
antly compared to the previous 8�8 WFS. As was men-
ioned, the signal divisions for the sensor are currently per-
ormed by postprocessing software, but an all-analog
ddition, subtraction, and division electronic board is cur-
ently being designed to provide real-time spot locations
nd reduce the number of sampled channels.

.4 Lenslets, Sensor Sensitivity, and Dynamic
Range

key requirement for a wavefront sensor system is to have
small optical bench size and maximized sensitivity. A

ommercially available monolithic lenslet array with p
1-mm pitch between lenslets, f =55-mm focal length, and
=25-mm diameter was chosen, reducing the lenslet array

ize significantly compared to the previous generation of
�8 WFSs. To improve the sensor sensitivity and reimage

he dot pattern onto the detector board, a reimaging tele-
cope was designed to reimage the lenslet array’s original
mage plane onto the detector plane with magnification M
9 and minimal aberrations. With the telescope the lenslet

ocal length is increased from f to an effective focal length
feff=Mf . Figure 4�b� gives a schematic of the telescope
ptical layout. With the reimaging telescope the sensor sen-
itivity �min can be described as

min =
�min

feff
=

�min

Mf
, �5�

here �min is the minimum detectable focal spot displace-
ent in the image plane of the WFS due to the local aber-

ations in the wavefront. In view of Eq. �5�, aberrations that
therwise cannot be detected without the reimaging tele-

Fig. 4 �a� Designed reimaging telescope. �b� T
from the left.
ptical Engineering 064403-
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scope, due to the PSD resolution, now could be magnified
and detected. Figure 4�a� presents the designed telescope
case, containing the lenslet array and the reimaging lenses.
Based on the detector specification, the manufacturer-
provided noise-limited spot-position resolution at �
=632 nm and 0.5 �W is 0.06 �m, which corresponds to
0.12-�rad noise-limited slope for the chosen lenslet array.
It should be mentioned, however, that the noise-limited res-
olution value given by the manufacturer is based on testing
under very controlled conditions, resulting in a very low
noise level. In reality, the spot is typically limited to the
minimum voltage resolution of an A/D converter; using
Eqs. �3� and �4�, the accuracy in measuring the spot posi-
tions for the current system was estimated as
�0.15 �m /bit.

Based on Eq. �5�, a comparison can be performed be-
tween the sensitivities of the two sensors. For the same
input beam with diameter D, we calculate

�min
8�8

�min
10�10 =

D8�8

Df8�8
·

Df10�10M

D10�10
� 8, �6�

where D8�8 and f8�8 are the 8�8 WFS lenslet array size
and focal length, respectively, and D10�10 and f10�10 like-
wise for the new 10�10 WFS. The main reason for the
sensitivity improvement is that for the new 10�10 WFS
the beam is reimaged to 10-mm, resulting in increasing
local slopes based on the Lagrange invariant,9 while for the
8�8 WFS the beam had to be expanded to fit the 80
�80-mm square lenslet array, thus decreasing the slopes
and reducing the resolution. The dynamic range is limited
by the detector’s physical size, yielding the maximum dy-
namic range, �max, as

�max =
d

2Mf
, �7�

where d is the detector side length �the actual active area
may be limited to the central 80% of the 4�4-mm detector
physical area�. The trade-off between the sensor sensitivity
and dynamic range was addressed by using three lenslet
arrays with different focal lengths, achieving maximum re-

pe optical layout with light entering the lenslet
elesco
June 2010/Vol. 49�6�4
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olved deflection angles in the range �max�4 to 13 mrad.
The theoretical ratio of the largest measurable slope,

max, to the smallest detectable change in wavefront slope,
min, for the chosen lenslet array is �3�104. In reality, the
atio is smaller, but still large enough for most applications.

In our case, where the lenslets have a square-shaped
ubaperture, the diffraction-limited spot size �although the
hape of the central order of a Sinc2 pattern is not radially
ymmetric, the distance between the zeros along one of the
xes is used here to approximate the spot size�4 is

=
2�Mf

p
, �8�

here p is the pitch between lenslet subapertures. For the
hosen lenslet array, ��0.5-mm. An intensity pattern con-
our of a single spot and the intensity profiles in the x and y
irections are shown in Fig. 5. The real spot size matched
he theoretical prediction quite well.

Conventionally, another dynamic range limitation could
rise due to spot overlapping causing crosstalk between two
djacent areas of interest �AOIs�, as is the case with CCD
etectors. In our case, this scenario is not relevant, due to
he large pitch between adjacent PSDs �9 mm�. Still, the
ight spot can leave the detector active area due to the large
avefront slope, determined by �max. That condition can be
iagnosed as a drop in the detector voltage signal.

Wavefront Reconstruction Algorithm
n essential part of a WFS system is the wavefront recon-

truction algorithm used to reconstruct the instantaneous
berrated wavefront. Different solution methods have been
eveloped by a number of authors.10–12 For our analysis,
he Fried geometry10 was adopted, so that each PSD was
epresented as a square subaperture �cell� with the mea-

Fig. 5 Typical spot intensity pattern con
ptical Engineering 064403-
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sured orthogonal phase gradients in its center, and the four
estimated phases �nodes� lie in the subaperture corners. De-
noting the elements by �i , j�, each subaperture was repre-
sented as shown in Fig. 6�a�. The grid array for the 10
�10 sensor layout is shown in Fig. 6�b�. A detailed de-
scription of the wavefront reconstruction algorithm deriva-
tion can be found in Ref. 22. Here, we provide a brief
description only.

A least-squares estimation was used to fit a bilinear sur-
face to solve Eq. �2�. The relation between the phase and
the phase gradients, given in Eq. �2�, can be written as

��

�x
= �x, �9�

��

�y
= �y , �10�

and

�2�

�x �y
→ 0 �11�

when the incident wavefront is described in terms of the
Cartesian coordinates �x ,y�. The third condition is designed
to suppress high spatial frequencies that can be present in
each subaperture, and to make sure that least-squares esti-
mation has a unique solution up to an arbitrary constant. A
second-order central difference method can be used to dis-
cretize the partial derivative, and Eqs. �9�–�11� can be re-
written using matrix notation. For the 10�10 wavefront
sensor, the matrix dimensions are 68�89. To find a unique
solution, a zero wavefront value should be imposed on one
of the nodes, ��x ,y �=0, or one may require that

d intensity profiles in x and y directions.
tour an
0 0

June 2010/Vol. 49�6�5
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Fig. 6 �a� Fried10 cell geometry. The measured phase gradients are at the center, and the estimated
phases lie at the corners �nodes�. �b� Wavefront sensor grid array with 68 cells and 89 nodes.
Fig. 7 Typical instantaneous wavefronts realizations �2-D view� obtained with the high-bandwidth
wavefront sensor for a wave propagating in the streamwise �x� direction �1/2	X /D	5/2; −1	Y /D
	1�.
ptical Engineering June 2010/Vol. 49�6�064403-6
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Ap��x ,y� dx dy=0. The least-squares estimation can be
nally written as

= Cx�x + Cy�y , �12�

here the reconstruction matrices, Cx and Cy, are indepen-
ent of the input measured slopes, and need only be calcu-
ated once for a given sensor layout configuration and then
tored. If needed, the reconstruction matrices can be stored
irectly on a digital multiplication board integrated in a
eal-time AO system, thereby reconstructing the wavefront
fficiently and with minimum system latency.

Two-Dimensional Heated-Jet Validation
Experiments

xperiments were conducted at the heated-jet facility at the
niversity of Notre Dame to verify the accuracy of the
ewly designed WFS. A detailed description of the facility
he jet’s response to a 240-Hz forcing, and flow measure-

ents can be found in Refs. 23–26. In addition, a detailed
escription and schematic of the optical train, electronics
etup, and sensor calibration and data processing can be
ound in Ref. 27.

.1 Forced-Flow Results
lthough the 10�10 sensor is able to sample wavefronts at
rate of 104 kHz, for this test time-resolved raw voltage

ignals were sampled at the lower rate of 24 kHz. The time-
esolved wavefronts give further insight into the periodic
nd growing nature of the aberrating flow field; the convec-
ive nature of the regularized aberration in the streamwise
irection x is well demonstrated by the structure propagat-
ng through the beam aperture, and the presumption that the
et is essentially two-dimensional, due to the acoustically

Fig. 8 Comparison of phase-locked averaged w
line�, CLAS-2D sensor �dashed line� �0.625	X
ptical Engineering 064403-
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forcing, is validated by noticing that the wavefront profile
in the x direction is the same in all spanwise directions y.
Four typical instantaneous two-dimensional wavefront real-
izations are presented in Fig. 7. An initial aberration struc-
ture rollup is shown to start developing around X /D=1
�Fig. 7�b��, reach a maximum aberration amplitude of ap-
proximately 0.2 �m around X /D=2 �Fig. 7�c��, and start
breaking down thereafter �Fig. 7�d��. The mean OPDrms and
OPDp-p values were 0.059 and 0.25 �m, respectively.

5.2 Comparison of Wavefront Sensors
In order to both validate and test the spatial resolution of
the high-bandwidth WFS, wavefronts from the 10�10 sen-
sor were compared with those from another sensor. The
10�10 sensor was synchronized with a commercially
available Wavefront Sciences CLAS-2D WFS,7 which, al-
though having a slower capture rate, has a higher spatial
resolution of 33�44 subapertures. Both sensors were trig-
gered to sample at 20 Hz.

Due to the periodicity of the acoustically forced heated
jet, a phase-locked averaging was preformed to compare
results from the two sensors. The averaging, over
400 cycles, was performed for 12 phase angles with a sepa-
ration between angles of 30 deg. A one-dimensional slice at
the center of the two-dimensional wavefronts was used to
simplify the comparison. A comparison between the two
sensors for the selected phase angles is presented in Fig. 8.
The beam’s aperture was clipped by 1.6-mm at the up-
stream edge to remove errors due to a drop in beam inten-
sity at that edge �0.625	X /D	2.5�.

The comparison between the two WFSs reveals that, al-
though the high-bandwidth WFS has only a modest spatial
resolution of 10�10 subapertures, it captured and recon-
structed all the essential features of the two-dimensional

nt measurements: high-bandwidth sensor �solid
5�.
avefro
/D	2.
June 2010/Vol. 49�6�7
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onvecting aberration. Further, despite the small peak-to-
eak aberration amplitude �an average of OPDp-p
0.11 �m for both sensors�, the high-bandwidth sensor
as able to resolve the peak-to-peak aberration amplitude

orrectly as compared with the higher-spatial-resolution
LAS-2D WFS.

Wavefront slices from the high-bandwidth 10�10 WFS
ere fitted with a cubic polynomial to compare them with

he wavefront slices acquired by the CLAS-2D WFS. For
ach phase angle a spatial matching error was calculated
ased on the equation

rror = �	i=0
N �OPD10�10

i − OPDCLAS-2D
i �2

N

1/2

, �13�

here N is the number of spatial points in the streamwise
irection x. The calculated error for each phase is presented
n Fig. 8. A mean error of 0.0176 �m was calculated for
hese 12 phase angles; this value is within 20% of the mean
PDp-p of both WFSs.

Conclusion
n analog high-bandwidth two-dimensional WFS was de-
eloped and tested against a commercially available
LAS-2D Wavefront Sciences WFS. The analog nature of

he new sensor enables a high sampling rate for aero-
ptical convecting aberrations, capable of capture rates
reater than 100 kHz, which is essential for investigating
ero-optical effects and developing adaptive optics systems
hat can mitigate high-content temporal bandwidth frequen-
ies. It was shown that despite the modest spatial reso-
ution, the new sensor was capable of resolving the essen-
ial spatial character of aberrating structures.

The high-bandwidth WFS can be used in two major
ays. The first is as part of a conventional real-time �or
seudo-real-time� adaptive optics system to diagnose and
ompensate for optical disturbances at high temporal rates,
hile maintaining the system stability. Secondly, the WFS

an be used as a diagnostic tool, investigating optical dis-
urbances associated with turbulent flows, which could not
e addressed before, due to the limited sampling rate capa-
ility of the currently available state-of-the-art WFSs. Cur-
ently, the high-bandwidth WFS has a maximum frequency
f 104 kHz; this limit is due to the bandwidth limitation of
resently used data acquisition system and can be improved
ith a faster data acquisition system.
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